PRODUCT LINE-UP

NANO PRODUCTS
NANO SELF CLEANING - DEODORIZING - STERILIZING COATINGS

MULTI SURFACES
Creates a self cleaning surface that requires minimum or no maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Organic growth contaminants and dust are easily washed off by rainfall or water hose. Reduces overall maintenance costs while protecting the value of property.

GLASS
Creates a self cleaning surface that requires minimum or no maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Organic growth contaminants and dust are easily washed off by rainfall. Reduces overall maintenance costs while protecting the value of property. Learn More

DEODORIZING AIR PURIFICATION ODOR
Creates a self deodorizing surface that requires no maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Excellent for controlling odors in automotive vehicles, RV', buses, hospitals, schools, hotels, homes, offices, carpets, laundry, curtains, upholstery, sick rooms, wash rooms and more. Eliminates odors such as urine, fecal odor, human sweat, cigarettes, pets and more.

ANTI-BACTERIAL STERILIZATION
Creates a self sterilizing antibacterial surface that requires no maintenance. Excellent for controlling germs in hospitals, nursing homes, schools, hotels, homes, offices, sick rooms, wash rooms and more.

ALL- PURPOSE CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
TerraMaxx is a safe powerful cleaner and degreaser that removes routine organic soils from all types of surfaces and is designed for everyday cleaning. Excellent for use in spray containers, mop and bucket cleaning, automatic floor scrubbers, and pressure washing. Can be used on all types of surfaces not harmed by water. High concentration formula offers economical multiple dilution rates. Superior wetting, penetration, and emulsification properties. Cleans without the use of phosphates, caustics, silicates or solvents. Can be used in hard or soft water.

TERRA*MAXX R2U ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER
Same description as above in a Ready to Use formula that offers the convenience to simply spray, wait a few seconds and wipe with clean absorbent cloth, towel or sponge. For heavy soils, allow to soak for several minutes and agitate with brush if required.

LOWEST COST TO PURCHASE TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER/DEGREASER COMPOUNDERS FORMULA
We offer a TerraMaxx Compounders Formula for small manufacturers & distributors that blend and package some of their products. This ultra concentrated solution is a base formula with zero percent or minimum percent water. This formula is offered to distributors who want to get into packaging their own products and get the benefit of the lowest cost.

NANO SELF CLEANING COATING 24/7
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Creates a self cleaning surface that requires no or minimum maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Organic growth contaminants and dust are easily washed off by rainfall or water hose. Reduces overall maintenance costs while protecting the value of property.

ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALERS & CLEANERS

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER/CLEANER CONCENTRATE -
(Application sent to EPA)
EnviroGen is a breakthrough replacement for traditional hazardous acids. It was specifically developed to meet the needs and demands of the market place for safety without compromising cleaning performance, while making economic sense. EnviroGen Acid Replacement Descaler is non corrosive and represents the most advanced descaling and cleaning technology for the removal of all inorganic soils, such as calcium, lime, rust and more. Classified by the United States Department of Transport (DOT) as a mild irritant, the same classification given to liquid dish soap, this product does not require a corrosive symbol. This means lower cost of shipping, handling and application, compared to dangerous, traditional acids. EnviroGen replaces hazardous traditional acid descaling products used in institutional, industrial, government and commercial accounts.

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT DESCALER/CLEANER BATHROOM BOWL CLEANER
(Application sent to EPA)
Same description as above but in a Ready to Use formula that offers the convenience of simply spraying and wiping. Available in quarts through a hand sprayer or high viscosity that offer a long dwell time on vertical surfaces.

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER/CLEANER COMPOUNDERS FORMULA - BLEND & PACKAGE FOR LOWEST COST
For manufacturers & distributors that blend and package some of their products we offer Ultra concentrated solutions for a base formula with EnviroGen technology. For those who want to get into packaging their own products we offer a complete blending package that includes, small filling machine, container source near your facility, full color labels with your exclusive private label brand and strategic sales and marketing inside information. Do your own blending and pay a fraction of the cost.

GLASS CARE

GLASS & MORE R2U
This non-streaking, non-smearing, quick drying cleaner is your first choice for glass, mirrors and other hard surfaces. Provides superior cleaning, leaving glass surfaces free of spots, smears, streaks and residue every time you clean. Leaves surfaces brighter, shinier and sparkling. A non-ammoniated, alcohol-free green formula with optimum soil-cutting action. Works fast to remove the toughest soil from virtually all non-porous surfaces. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance.

GLASS & MORE CONCENTRATE
Specially formuated for accounts that have a lot of glass cleaning for best economics. No streaking or smearing. Dilute 18:1 Creates an effective economy glass & mirror cleaner. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance.

LOWEST COST TO PURCHASE GLASS CLEANER COMPOUNDERS FORMULA
We offer a Compounders Formula for small manufacturers & distributors that blend and package some of their products. This ultra concentrated solution is a base formula with zero percent or minimum percent water. This formula is offered to distributors who want to get into packaging their own products and save some serious money on specific products.
NANO SELF CLEANING GLASS COATING - 24/7
Creates a self cleaning surface that requires no or minimum maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Organic growth contaminants and dust are easily washed off by rainfall. Reduces overall maintenance costs while protecting the value of property.

ODOR CONTROL

INSTANT ROOM & AUTO DEODORIZER
This air quality control instant room & auto deodorizer provides an instant solution to any malodor caused by a variety of sources and can be used virtually anywhere offensive odors are found. Destroys foul odors associated with smoke, feces, urine, smoke, mildew, garbage, vomit, and more. Spray in the effected room or area, or directly onto the source of the odor. Leaves a mild and fresh aroma.

NANO AIR PURIFICATION ODOR ELIMINATOR COATING 24/7
Creates a self deodorizing surface that requires minimum no maintenance. Excellent for controlling odors in automotive vehicles, hospitals, schools, hotels, homes, offices, carpets, curtains, upholstery, sick rooms, wash rooms and more. Eliminates odors such as urine, fecal odor, human sweat cigarettes, pets and more.

SKIN CARE

PREMIUM HAND SOAP - FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE
This pleasantly all purpose concentrated pearlized hand soap is specially formulated with softening agents to clean your hands and leave them feeling soft and smooth. Designed for light to medium soil removal just a small amount produces a dense cream luxurious lather which floats away soil without irritation. Rinses easily and completely. Performs well in hard or soft water. Does not contain any harsh chemicals to harm or dry the skin. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance. Gentle to even sensitive skin. Contains a blend of aloe vera, synergistic anionic detergents, nonionic detergents, emulsifiers, essential oils, emollients, glycerin and skin conditioners which make this an optimum hand cleaner.

ECONOMY HAND SOAP
Ideal for washrooms where there is a lot of traffic and light hand cleaning. Easily removes soils without irritation. Rinses easily and completely. Performs well in hard or soft water. Does not contain any harsh chemicals to harm or dry the skin. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance.

HAND SANITIZER - FOR QUICK HAND SANITIZING
Instant Hand Sanitizer offers a refreshing alcohol-based formula that kills 99.99 percent of most germs in as little as 15 seconds. Specially formulated with moisturizers and Vitamin E to leave hands feeling soft and refreshed. Hypoallergenic. Nontoxic. Dye-free. Ideal for healthcare, food service, education, offices and more. A clear waterless hand sanitizer that does not dry or irritate the skin allowing unlimited, problem free use.

LOWEST COST TO PURCHASE HAND SOAP
We offer a Compounders Formula for small manufacturers & distributors that blend and package some of their products. This ultra concentrated solution is a base formula with zero percent or minimum percent water. This formula is offered to distributors who want to get into packaging their own products and save some serious money on specific products.
KITCHENS

TERRA*ZYME - ENZYMATIC TREATMENT FOR GREASE TRAPS
Ideal for grease trap treatment in restaurants. Contains specialized patented bio-enzymes to degrade difficult fatty acids. Enables the fast degradation of fats, oils, grease and other organics. Key formulation ingredients are added to speed up the bio-enzymatic process. Creates a natural waste treatment through a natural enzymatic bacteria process. Environmentally friendly.

OVEN & GRILL EQUIPMENT CLEANER R2U
A ready to use, highly active, penetrating alkaline based clinging oven and grill cleaner. Specially formulated for food service applications, this oven & grill cleaner concentrates cuts through grease, oil and tough baked-on-food and oxidized food material on cooking equipment & surfaces. Ovens, grills, hoods, vents, deep fat fryers, griddles and more. It is easily applied by brushing, spraying or wiping on surfaces to be cleaned.

PROFESSIONAL HAND DISHWASHING DETERGENT
This professional strength product has been formulated to clean the toughest grease and food from any washable food service item, such as pots & pans, dishes, glassware, dispensers, utensils, equipment and more. Formulated with a blend of surfactants and detergents designed to cut through stubborn food, grease and similar food-baked soils. Cleans the most delicate glassware, china, utensils, as well as tough cooking and baking utensils. Gentle to the hands.

ENVIR*OGEN ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER & CLEANER CONCENTRATE
EnviroGen Acid Replacement Descaler and Cleaner is non-corrosive and represents the most advanced descaling and cleaning technology for the removal of all inorganic soils such as calcium, lime, rust ad more. Used for cleaning tile floors, walls, grouting and stainless steel equipment & utensils.

TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
TerraMaxx removes routine organic soils from all types of surfaces and is designed for everyday cleaning. Excellent for use in spray containers, mop and bucket cleaning, automatic floor scrubbers, and pressure washing. Can be used on all types of surfaces not harmed by water. Used for general daily cleaning in food service areas and for heavy cleaning of pots & pans.

FOOD PROCESSING

MILKING PARLOR ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER & CLEANER
Safe cleaning and descaling of milking parlors and udder infection control of cow teats. Eliminates use of acids and other hazardous products that are known to be harmful to those who use them, the cows and the environment. Removes hard milk stone, water deposits and rust that builds up of the stainless steel equipment. Used on tile floors & walls, grouting and stainless steel equipment.

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER & CLEANER CONCENTRATE FOR SERVICE AREAS - (Application sent to EPA)
EnviroGen Acid Replacement Descaler and Cleaner is non-corrosive represents the most advanced descaling and cleaning technology for the removal of all inorganic soils such as calcium, lime, rust and more. Used for cleaning tile floors, walls, grouting and stainless steel equipment & utensils.
TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
TerraMaxx removes routine organic soils from all types of surfaces and is designed for everyday cleaning. Excellent for use in spray containers, mop and bucket cleaning, automatic floor scrubbers, and pressure washing. Can be used on all types of surfaces not harmed by water. Used for general daily cleaning in food service areas and for heavy cleaning of pots & pans.

NOTE: Can be used in any food processing area where foam generators are used.

AUTOMOTIVE, MARINE & RVs

NANO AIR PURIFICATION ODOR ELIMINATOR COATING 24/7
Creates a self deodorizing surface that requires minimum or no maintenance. Cleans 24/7 365 days a year. Reduces overall maintenance costs while protecting the value of property. Excellent for controlling odors in automotive vehicles, carpets and upholstery.

ULTRASHINE POLISH
Designed for getting the job done right the first time. Goes on easily, dries quickly and comes off easier than it goes on. A scientific blend of polymers, UltraShine Polish will leave the ultimate shine and will last for several months when applied to a clean surface. Can be applied with a high-speed buffer, orbital, or by hand. It will also aid in the removal of swirl marks. Versatile and should be part of every detail shop.

HIGH GLOSS TIRE TREATMENT
This fast drying solvent-based dressing treatment produces an immediate high gloss, new-looking finish on tires and mats. Utilizes the latest developments in solvent and silicone technology to create an immediate high gloss for that new wet look and protection. No streaking or running.

PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH
A perfect blend of liquid detergents, designed for efficient “non-streak” cleaning. Produces a rich sudsy solution that emulsifies dirt and road film rapidly, and is also free rinsing. It has a pleasant cherry fragrance and a foam stabilizer to give you suds for all day use. Formulated to a balanced pH to be gentle yet effective on vehicles surfaces.

PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH & WAX
The same as Professional Car Wash but contains the queen of waxes, carnauba. The combination of cleaning agents, surfactants and carnauba wax gives the vehicle a high shine and also enhances the wax already on the vehicle. The added bonus of using this product is that when it is rinsed off, a sheeting action is created, which makes for a spot free surface.

INSTANT AUTO CLEANER, PROTECTANT & PRESERVATIVE
Designed to protect and preserve vinyl seats, dashboards, door panels and consoles from harmful elements like the damaging effects of the sun’s (UV) ultraviolet rays and oxidation. Helps prevent cracking, fading and discoloration. Leaves the surface with a deep, rich look and adds a beautiful shine. Excellent for use in all automotive, marine & RV detailing.

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT DESCALER & CLEANER CONCENTRATE FOR WHEELS
( Application sent to EPA)
EnviroGen is a breakthrough replacement for traditional hazardous acids. It was specifically developed to meet the needs and demands of the market place for safety without compromising cleaning performance while making economic sense. EnviroGen Acid Replacement Descaler is non corrosive yet effective in the removal of brake dust and other road grime, rust and hard water marks. Classified by the United States Department of Transport (DOT) as a mild irritant, the same classification given to liquid dish soap, and does not require a corrosive symbol. This means lower cost of shipping, handling and application. EnviroGen replaces hazardous traditional acid descaling products used in institutional, industrial, government and commercial facilities.
TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
TerraMaxx removes routine organic soils from all types of surfaces and is designed for everyday cleaning. Excellent for use in spray containers, mop and bucket cleaning, automatic floor scrubbers, and pressure washing. Can be used on all types of surfaces not harmed by water. High concentration formula offers economical multiple dilution rates. Superior wetting, penetration, and emulsification properties. Cleans without the use of caustics, silicates or solvents. Can be used in hard or soft water.

RESTROOMS

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT ALL-PURPOSE DESCALER & CLEANER CONCENTRATE - (Application sent to EPA)
EnviroGen is a breakthrough replacement for traditional hazardous acids. It was specifically developed to meet the needs and demands of the market place for safety without compromising cleaning performance, while making economic sense. EnviroGen Acid Replacement Descaler is non corrosive represents the most advance descaling and cleaning technology for the removal of all inorganic soils such as calcium, lime, rust and more. Classified by the United States Department of Transport (DOT) as a mild irritant, the same classification given to liquid dish soap, this product does not require a corrosive symbol. This means lower cost of shipping, handling and application. EnviroGen replaces hazardous traditional acid descaling products used in institutional, industrial, government and commercial facilities.

ENVIRO*GEN ACID REPLACEMENT DESCALER & CLEANER - BATHROOM R2U BOWL CLEANER
(Application sent to EPA)
Same description as above but in a Ready to Use formula that offers the convenience of simply spraying or squeezing and wiping. Available in quarts through a hand sprayer or high viscosity that offers a long dwell time on vertical surfaces.

TERRA*MAXX ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER CONCENTRATE
TerraMaxx is a safe powerful cleaner and degreaser that removes routine organic soils from all types of surfaces and is designed for everyday cleaning. Excellent for use in spray containers, mop and bucket cleaning, automatic floor scrubbers, and pressure washing. Can be used on all types of surfaces not harmed by water. High concentration formula offers economical multiple dilution rates. Superior wetting, penetration, and emulsification properties. Cleans without the use of phosphates, caustics, silicates or solvents. Can be used in hard or soft water.

TERRA*MAXX R2U ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER
Same description as above in a Ready to Use formula that offers the convenience to simply spray, wait a few seconds and wipe with clean absorbent cloth, towel or sponge. For heavy soils, allow to soak for several minutes and agitate with brush if required.

GLASS & MORE R2U
This non-streaking, non-smearing, quick drying cleaner is your first choice for glass, mirrors and other hard surfaces. Provides superior cleaning, leaving glass surfaces free of spots, smears, streaks and residue every time you clean. Leaves surfaces brighter, shinier and sparkling. A non-ammoniated, alcohol-free green formula with optimum soil-cutting action. Works fast to remove the toughest soil from virtually all non-porous surfaces. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance.
GLASS & MORE CONCENTRATE
Specially formulated for accounts that have a lot of glass cleaning for best economics. No streaking or smearing. Dilute 18:1
Creates an effective economy glass & mirror cleaner. Leaves a mild fresh pleasant fragrance.

NANO DEODORIZING AIR PURIFICATION ODOR ELIMINATOR
Creates a self deodorizing surface that requires no maintenance. Excellent for controlling odors in automotive vehicles, hospitals, schools, hotels, homes, offices, carpets, curtains, upholstery, sick rooms, wash rooms and more. Eliminates odors such as urine, fecal odor, human sweat cigarettes, pets and more.